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Abstract Data are vulnerable and need utmost security

when they are getting transferred. In image encryption

methodologies, the pixels of original images are either

manipulated or information is laid inside the image using

the image as a cover to protect the data from undesired

receivers. In this paper, the images are transferred text files

over the unsecured network. We have used an algorithm

which uses random key generation and assignment of

special codes to most occurring color and encoding range

of repeated colors has been incorporated to decrease the

text file size and give a layer of security along with this

DNA components A, T, G, C decreases the chance of

recognizing the data as image.

Keywords Cryptography � Decryption � DNA

cryptography � Encryption � Image � Security

1 Introduction

Data are vulnerable and need utmost security when they are

getting transferred from source to destination. Encryption

is one of the most formidable ways to keep our data and

information safe between two endpoints. It makes data

impenetrable and unread-able, so even it ends up getting in

wrong hands it is mostly useless [1].

DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid) is a genetic information

carrier from parent organisms to the newly forming

organism. The methodologies of encryption in which

compo-nents of DNA are used to hide plain text from

eavesdropper or unauthorized users in the network come

under the study of DNA cryptography [2]. In DNA cryp-

tography, the four chemical bases of DNA namely adenine

(A), guanine (G), cytosine (C) and thymine (T) has so far

majorly been used in addition to cryptographic algorithms

but with advancement in the study of other components

like Amino acids are also brought into the play [3]. Con-

sidering ‘ATGC’ to be a code we can have 24 combina-

tions of it like ‘CTAG’, ‘TAGC’ etc. (4! = 24). Although

among the 24 combinations only 8 are possible in a real life

occasion as ‘A’ can combine only with ‘T’ and ‘C’ com-

bines only with ‘G’ following the properties of DNA [3].

But, here we shall use all the 24 combinations to encrypt

our data. This will increase the complexity of detecting pat-

terns in the encrypted text.

In the study of cryptography, an image which contains

information is converted to an unreadable or unrecogniz-

able form by using algorithms. This field is gaining much

popularity as image can carry vital information with them.

The capacity of carrying information is also more by an

image. In image encryption methodologies, the pixels of

original images are either manipulated of information is

laid inside the image using the image as a cover to protect

the data from undesired receivers [4]. Image encryption

enables passing of data over unsecured networks like the

internet. Without the correct key, the correct decryption to

retrieve the original is a major challenge to high-end super

computers [5]. Although image encryption might require

more than normal text encryption but it is more formidable.

Image encryption plays a vital role in securing the
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transmission of important government document images,

images of military, healthcare and other private images [6].

Section 2 gives a background of work relating to image

encryption and DNA cryptography together; Sect. 3 pro-

vides the description of proposed algorithm, utility of some

of its steps and the entire algorithm; Sect. 4 documents the

result analysis and Sect. 5 concludes the paper.

2 Background of DNA cryptography used
in image encryption

Akkasaligar et al. proposed a secure medical image

encryption based on intensity level using chaos theory and

DNA cryptography [7]. Niyat et al. have implemented

chaos-based image encryption using a hybrid cellular

automata and a DNA sequence [8].

Ochani et al. developed security in the medical image,

which can be done by hiding patients related data into

another image and transfer it safely to a defined location.

Cryptography along with steganography are two popular

methods available to impose security [9].

Soni et al. proposed an algorithm by dividing an binary

matrix into two blocks and rather implementing two

logistic maps [10]. Mokhtar et al. have used the chaotic

logistic map for confusing and diffusing the image pixels,

and then a DNA sequence used as a OTP (one-time-pad) to

change pixel values [11].

3 Proposed algorithm

The goal of the algorithm is to encrypt the original image

in the form of a text file and prepare it to pass over unse-

cured network. On receiving the text file, it should be able

to convert it to the original image.

At first, all the combinations of ‘ATGC’ is found out and

stored in an array named ‘CODE’. Out of 24 combinations,

16 will be randomly chosen out of CODE and put in an array

of size 16 (0–15) named STACK. Each combination will be

the code of the corresponding index and index 10–15 will be

considered ‘A’ to ‘F’ (since we shall deal with hexadecimal

code of colors). The entire image will then be scanned and

each pixel’s value will be found out and put in the form of

matrix. The entire matrix will be scanned to find the seven

most occurring hexadecimals and stored in an array MOS-

T_OCCUR in non-increasing order. From the remaining 8

combinations left in CODE, 7 codes will be specifically

assigned to these most occurring colors. The last remaining

code will be given to ‘#’. The height and width of the image

will be encoded with the corresponding codes of STACK (0–

F) and written on a file CODE_FILE with code of ‘#’ after

width and height. For example, suppose height and width of

image is 10 9 10, then ‘TGCACTGA’ (code of 10) ? code

of ‘#’ will be written.

Now, each hexadecimal of the formed matrix will be

taken if: (a) member of MOST_OCCUR, corresponding

code will be written (b) same as the last hexadecimal, a

counter will count the number of times it occurs consecu-

tively and then the value of counter will be encoded by

writing the corresponding codes of its digits, adding the

code of ‘#’ before and after the entire coded form of

counter. For example, suppose ‘1010F1’ occurs 10 times

serially, then the code would be ‘TGCACTGATGCACT-

GAACGTTGCA’ (CODE OF 1010F1) ? code of

‘#’ ? ‘TGCACTGA’ (code of 10) ? code of ‘#’. (c) If not

a member of MOST_OCCUR and not same as last hex-

adecimal, then each character will be extracted and its

corresponding code from STACK will be written in

CODE_FILE. The hexadecimals of most occurring color

will then be treated as a normal color and written in a file

MOST_OCCUR_FILE. Here, utility of most occurring

color search and assigning of special codes.

Suppose ‘FFFF00’ (hexadecimal code of yellow) occurs

most number of times in an image, let’s say 100 number of

times. Equivalent code for ‘FFFF00’ will be ‘ACG-

TACGTACGTACGTCTGACTGA’. Total number of

characters = 24 9 100 = 2400. But, with the implemen-

tation of most occurring color ‘FFFF00’ gets a particular 4

character code, say ‘GACT’. Here, the total number of

characters = 4 9 100 = 400, which is 2000 characters

less; hence reducing the file size and making decryption

without key tougher.

Utility of serially occurring repeating color range

encoding: suppose ‘FFFF00’ occurs in consecutive 10

pixels. The equivalent code for ‘FFFF00’ will be ‘ACG-

TACGTACGTACGTCTGACTGA’. Total number of

characters = 24 9 10 = 240. But, when we implement

count = 10 assign a particular code for it, let say

‘TGCACTGA’, then the code will look like the following:

‘ACGTACGTACGTACGTCTGACTGA’ ? code for

‘#’ ? ‘TGCACTGA’ ? code for ‘#’.

Total number of characters used = 24 ? 4 ? 8 ?

4 = 40, i.e. 200 characters less; hence decreasing the file

size and giving a layer of security. Here, the content of

CODE, MOST_OCCUR and value of ‘#’ collectively acts

as a key. The MOST_OCCUR_FILE also partially acts as a

key. During decryption, absence of either the key or the

MOST_OCCUR_FILE will not produce the required out-

put, i.e. the original image. When both are present, the

image will be generated.

3.1 Encryption

Step 1: Finding all the 24 combinations of ATGC and

storing them in an array named CODE of size 24.
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Step 2: STACK of size 16 is declared. Using random

function, generate numbers between 0 and 23.

The number generated, the corresponding ATGC

combination of that index in CODE would be

placed at the top of the STACK as shown in

Fig. 1.

Step 3: The pixel values of the image are fetched in

matrix form.

Step 4: Finding the first seven most occurring colors

from the matrix that are present in matrix.

Step 5: From the remaining eight combinations in

CODE, seven are again taken randomly and each

of the most occurring color is specially assigned

a combination. The combinations being stored in

an array MOST_OCCUR.

Step 6: The symbol ‘#’ is given a code which gets left

after assigning all the 23 combinations

corresponding to 0 to F and the most occurring

colors.

Step 7: The width and height of image are encoded with

the codes corresponding to 0 to F in CODE and

written in a file named CODE_FILE with code of

‘#’ after width and height.

Step 8: The pixel values of the image (considering

already in hexadecimal) in horizontal (X-axis)

direction is picked and stored in a variable ‘Hex’.

Three cases can occur:

Case A: The color is one of the most occurring colors,

then it is encoded with its corresponding code

stored in MOST_OCCUR and written in the

CODE_FILE.

Case B: The color is not among the most occurring

seven colors. Then each character from ‘Hex’

will be extracted and encoded with the codes

corresponding to its value (equal to index

number, for ‘A’ to ‘F’ codes of 10–15 will be

assigned) in CODE.

Case C: The color is same as that of previous color.

Then a counter will count the number of times

it is repeated. The final number will encoded

with the codes corresponding to 0–9 in CODE

and written in CODE_FILE with the code of

‘#’ concatenated before and after it.

For example, suppose ‘1010F1’ occurs 10

times serially. The above steps will get

repeated till the end of the matrix containing

the hexadecimal codes of the pixels of the

image.

Step 9: The 7 most occurring colors will be treated as the

normal colors and encoded similar to Case B of

Step 8 and written in a separate file

MOST_OCCUR_FILE.

3.2 Decryption

For decryption, both the files CODE_FILE and MOS-

T_OCCUR_FILE are required. The key that will be

required is content of CODE, MOST_OCCUR and code of

‘#’ and stored in D_CODE (array of size 16), D_MOS-

T_OCCUR (array of size 7) and HASH (variable). Once

they are entered the decryption begins.

Step 1: The MOST_OCCUR_FILE file will be decoded

first.Hexadecimal of the seven most occurring

colors are stored in MOST_OCCUR_COLOR

and their corresponding codes are stored in

D_MOST_OCCUR.

Fig. 1 CODE and STACK
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Step 2: The width and height of image will be decoded

from the CODE_FILE. Four characters will be

extracted and search in D_CODE for a match and

the corresponding index value will be stored in

the integer variable width unless a match with

HASH is encountered. Similarly till the next

HASH, index will be stored in integer variable

height.

Step 3: Decoding of CODE_FILE and producing the

color matrix of the original image.

D_COUNTER is a counter and Decode holds the

decoded hexadecimal value of a color.

while(!MOST_OCCUR_FILE end)
{
for i=1 to 6
{
Extract 4 characters from MOST_OCCUR_FILE;
Search in D_CODE for a match;
String Hex=Store corresponding index (if index 
greater than 9 and less than 16, store ‘A’ to ‘F’ 
correspondingly);
Store the string in an array–list MOST_OCCUR_COLOR;

}
}

for i=0 to height
for j=0 to width
if(D_COUNTER==0)
{
for k=0 to 6
{
Extract 4 characters from CODE_FILE
CASE A: if matches with the content of D_MOST_OCCUR
Index=matching index of D_MOST_OCCUR
String Decode=MOST_OCCUR_COLOR[Index];
break;

CASE B: if matches with the code of HASH
Extract 4 characters, find a match in D_CODE and 
store the corresponding index in the integer vari-
able D_COUNTER;
Break when the next set of 4 characters matches 
HASH.

CASE C: if neither most occurring nor HASH
String Decode=store the matching index of D_CODE 
and if between 10 to 15, then store ‘A’ to ‘F’ 
correspondingly.

}
}
else
{
While(D_COUNER!=0)
{
IMAGE [j][i]=Decode;
j++;
D_COUNTER--;
}
}
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Step 4: The IMAGE matrix consisting of the

hexadecimal codes for the original image will

then be written to produce the original image.

Hence the image is decrypted.

4 Result analysis

For the simulation purpose, we have used ‘Lena.bmp’

image of size 256 9 256 as shown in Fig. 2. Figures 3 and

4 show the MOST_OCCUR_FILE and CODE_FILE

respectively.

The details of KEY (shown in Fig. 5) are:

CODE (encodes ‘0’ to ‘F’ respectively)

TCAG TAGC GTAC GACT CATG CAGT GATC

CTGA TCGA ATCG CTAG ATGC GTCA GCAT

GCTA AGCT

MOST_OCCUR (encodes most occurring color)

CGAT ACTG CGTA TGAC AGTC TGCA TACG

HASH (code for ‘#’)

ACGT

After entering the key details, the decrypted image is

generated as shown in Fig. 6.

When the entered key is wrong (as shown in Fig. 7), we

cannot get any image information.

For this encryption, the image is not produced and

compilation does not stop. Even the seven most occurring

color is not correctly decoded when wrong key is entered.

Table 1 shows the encryption and decryption time of

images of different sizes. Similarly Table 2 shows the size

of CODE_FILE and MOST_OCCUR_FILE of images of

different sizes.

5 Performance analysis and validation
of algorithm

In this paper, an effort has been made to transfer vital color

images as a text file over the unsecured network and can be

of immediate use to intelligence and defence units. A

simple algorithm in the form of random key generation has

been used and certain ideas like assigning special codes to

most occurring color and encoding range of repeated colors

has been incorporated to decrease the text file size and give

a layer of security along with this DNA components A, T,

G, C decreases the chance of recognizing the data as image.

The formidableness of the algorithm is quite competitive.

5.1 Key space analysis

The initial key is generated by assigning 16 out of 24

combinations of ATGC to 0–F. Hence the total possibility
Fig. 2 Original image

Fig. 3 MOST_OCCUR_FILE

Fig. 4 CODE_FILE
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is 24C16 9 16! and for per possibility of this there exists
8C7 9 7! possibility to assign ATGC combinations to the

most occurring colors. Ultimately the total key space

results to 24P16 9 8P7 approximating to 1023. With such

huge key space the reliability and effectiveness of the

algorithm is established as the KEY associated is quite

unpredictable and resistant against brute force attacks.

5.2 Key security analysis

Key security plays the major role in protecting information

in the presence of adversaries, and allows for secure

communication between two or more parties. Here the Key

Space is not only large and complex to predict the

encryption algorithm takes care of the security purposes

through its ‘‘INTERLINKED PROTECTION PROTO-

COL’’ scheme. Instead of depending just upon the ‘‘KEY’’

of the encryption, it adds another level of security by

adding up the necessity to fetch the encrypted file con-

taining the most occuring color. As a result, it became in-

feasible to recover the encrypted image without adequate

knowledge about both the transmitted ‘KEY’ and the

‘MOST_OCCUR_FILE’. Without anyone of them it is

increasingly difficult to break the encryption. Hence forth

‘‘INTERLINKED PROTECTION PROTOCOL’’ protects

in the most efficient way.

5.3 Encryption quality

5.3.1 Structural content (SC)

It is defined as the summation of original image pixel

square value divided by the summation of decrypted image

pixel square value. It also finds the correlation between

images. If there is no distortion in decrypted images then

SC will be 1.

SC ¼
PM

i¼1

PN
j¼1 f ði; jÞ

2

PM
i¼1

PN
j¼1

�f ði; jÞ2
ð1Þ

5.3.2 Normalized absolute error (NAE)

It is defined as the summation of difference between

original image f(i, j) and the decrypted image f0(i, j) divi-

ded by summation of original image pixel square value.

Fig. 5 Key details

Fig. 6 Decrypted image

Fig. 7 Wrong key details

Table 1 Encryption and decryption time

Image size Encryption time (s) Decryption time (s)

128 9 128 3.908 0.328

256 9 256 17.498 0.578

512 9 512 2.363 1.206

1024 9 1024 1115.36 4.491
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NAE ¼
PM

i¼1

PN
j¼1 f i; jð Þ � f 0ði; jÞj j

PM
i¼1

PN
j¼1 f ði:jÞ

2
ð2Þ

5.3.3 Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR)

It is defined as the ratio of the maximum possible power of

a signal and the power of corrupting noise that affects the

fidelity of its representation [4]. Mathematically PSNR can

be defined as:

PSNR ¼ 10log
ð2n � 1Þ2

MSE
ð3Þ

where 2n represents the number of pixels in a row or col-

umn of image and MSE is

MSE ¼
PM

i¼1

PN
j¼1 f i; jð Þ � f 0ði; jÞ½ �2

MN
ð4Þ

where M and N represents the height and width of image

respectively. f(i, j) is the (i, j)th pixel value of the original

image and f0(i, j) is the (i, j)th pixel value of decrypted

image.

Table 3 shows the result of different encryption quality

parameters on the lena image of size 256 9 256. Most of

the current work in Image encryption using DNA based

cryptography converts the original image to encrypted

image which is prone to noise and there can be consider-

able difference between the original image and decrypted

image depending on the intermediate encryption algorithm

used. The algorithm suggested here converts the original

image to text file increasing the difficulty for image pro-

cessing based reverse engineering. From the result in

Table 3 we find that PSNR value is quite high which

indicates that the encryption is very less affected by noise

and the SC value is approximately 1 denoting that there is

very less difference between the original image and the

decrypted image. Hence it can be inferred that the

algorithm suggested is quite competitive and reliable again

when compared to result shown in [7]. Furthermore when

compared with the parameters of different algorithms like

Hill Cipher, Affine Hill Cipher, TF Hill Cipher, RD Hill as

given in Table 2 of [12] it can be infered that the proposed

algorithm in the paper made considerable improvement in

the encryption quality.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, an effort has been made to transfer vital color

images as a text file over the unsecured network. A simple

algorithm in the form of random key generation has been

used and certain ideas like assigning special codes to most

occurring color and encoding range of repeated colors has

been incorporated to decrease the text file size and give a

layer of security along with this DNA components A, T, G,

C decreases the chance of recognizing the data as image.

The formidableness of the algorithm is quite competitive.
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